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1. INTRODUCTION

The need for a systematic regular bridge inspection program and the subsequent recording,
storage, updating of bridge inventory and condition rating data has led many bridge
agencies around the world to develop a Bridge Management System (BMS) in one form or
another. Although this is a common goal for most bridge agencies, it is imperative to note
that the medium and tools used for recording and storing these bridge inventory and
inspection records may vary from one agency to the other and usually does so over time
due to the advancement in the avai lable technology. Thus we see the or ig inal  use of  manual'register books or inventory cards being superseded by the use of computerised textual
relational database and more recently, the availabil ity of G|S-based systems incorporating
digit ised maps. The advent of the Microsoft Windows 95 operating system on the pC has
also expedited more PC applications to work in a more tightly integrated multitasking
environment through the use of certain Windows tools l ike Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE)
among various Windows applications.

In Malaysia, the Public Works Department Malaysia (known locally as JKR) started an in-
house development of a computerised BMS in 1989 on a PC using the DBASE lV data base
managementsystem. A prototype system called JKR BMS had since been created in 19g0
(Tham e t  a l ,  1991) .

Subsequently, the system was enhanced in some respects through the incorporation of a
picture image management facil i ty in early 1992 (DOS environment) as well as with a GIS
(Ng and She, 1993) and mult imedia capabi l i ty  in the Windows g5 environment (She and
Aouad,  1997) .

However, even though the implementation of GIS technology alone can greaily improve the
capabil it ies of such systems by providing spatial analysis of the data in the system, much of
the associated non-textual and other types of data remains excluded. The introduction and
integration of multimedia-based data such as raster images, CAD drawings, video and audio
cl ips into a G|S-based BIS can enhance the capabi l i t ies already avai lable through GIS
technology, while at the same time provide decision-makers with the different kinds of
information necessary to facil i tate bridge planning and management decisions.

This paper tracks the evolution of the development of the JKR Bridge Management System
from its original textual-based dBASE lV implementation in the DOS environment to the
present Windows 95 G|S-based prototype system. lt describes the development and use of
a prototype GIS and multimedia-based BMS for PWD Malaysia and investigates possibil i t ies
for future developments and enhancement of the system in l ine with advancements in the
lnformation Technology.

2.  BRIDGE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES IN MALAYSIA

ln Malaysia, the task of planning and designing new bridge structures and managing existing
bridge structures on the federal road network l ies with the Bridge Unit within the Roads
Branch of the Public Works Department Malaysia (PWD or locally known as JKR). lt is the
primary federal bridge agency entrusted with the planning and designing of new structures
as well as the maintenance & rehabil itation of existing structures for bridges, f lyovers,



footbridges and culverts on the federal road nehruork in Peninsular Malaysia [Bridge Unit,
19851.

Between 1986 and 1991, a bridge inspection program was carried out for structures along
the major federal routes under the National Axle Load Study Phase | & ll. From this bridge
inspection exercise, all the bridges in the Study were inventoried and captured onto Bridge
Inventory cards as shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1 : Bridge Inventory Card

It was reported from the study that out of 2,386 federal bridges inspected in Peninsular
Malaysia under the study, at least 500 bridges were rated as in an unsatisfactory condition,
in a dangerous state or under capacity. This means that one out of every five bridges in the
federal road network is in need of some sort of improvement action [2]. lt is estimated that
there are altogether about 5000 bridge structures in Peninsular Malaysia under the
jur isdict ion of  JKR.

It is believed that other categories of bridges l ike state and municipal bridges which are not
covered under the National Axle Load Study may be in a worse state and condition. This is
generally due to the lack of attention, manpower and expertise at the state and district levels
to deal with the inspection, maintenance and manaqement of the structures under their own
jur isdict ion.

Recognising this need, the Bridge Unit started the development of a Bridge Management
System in-house in 1989 cal led the JKR BMS on the PC using the popular dBASE lV



software on the DoS platform [Tham et al, 1991]. A screen sample of the JKR BMS is asshown in Figure 2 After the completion of the piototype JKR BMS in 1gg1, a review wascarried out by an Engineering Consultant firm from uSn consisting of a BMS expert as wellas a professional System Analyst to recommend enhancements to the system [Hudson andMoser ,  19911.

Figure 2 : screen of Dos-based JKR BMS in dBASE lV Environment

At the same time, while the prototype system was being developed in dBASE lV in the DoS
environment, the use of an image-based database software called picturepower was
explored and developed to enhance the capabil ity of JKR BMS to store and retrievephotographs or drawings into the existing DOS-based dBASE lV environment. This allows
scanned bridge photographs and drawings to be displayed or recalled in the JKR BMS
dBASE screen. A sampre screen of this capabirity is as shown in Figure 3.



Figure 3 : screen of rmage-based Database in JKR BMs

With the advent and emergence of GIS technology, the Bridge Unit has once again poised
itself to take up the challenge of trying to develop'a Gls-based JKR BMS. A consultant iscurrently being appointed by the Bridge Unit to enhance the present JKR BMS,
Notwithstanding this, an exploratory research by both the authors has been ongoing (Ng
and She, 1993) and followed through in greaterdepth by the first author's M.Sc. research arthe Universi ty of  Sal ford,  UK (She and Aouad, 1ggo, iggz).  This paper wi l l  focus on theresearch efforts undertaken by both authors to develop a prototype GIS-based JKR BMS.

3. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND MULTIMEDIA DEVELOPMENTS IN MALAYSIA

The Malaysian Government through the National lT Agenda council has init iated theMult imedia Super Corr idor (MSc),  an area of  15 X 50 km l i i r ing the capi ta l  of  Kuala Lumpur
with the new Federal capital of Putralaya, Cyberjaya, an intell igent new city with multimedia
industries, and the new Kuala Lumpur Internationat nirport at Sepang, as the national test-
bed for multimedia capabil ity development and indigenous particif iation as well as the
International Centre of Excellence for Multimedia. Thtusc witt bring together, forthe first
t ime ever, an integrated environment necessary to create the best glo6al multimedia climate.

The Seven MSC Flagships which have been identif ied include the Smart schoot,
Multipurpose Card, R&D Cluster, Electronic Government, Worldwide Manufacturing Web,
Borderless Marketing and Telemedicine. In this respect although the Construction sector
has no direct role to play among these flagships, it would sti l l  be possible to identifu and



intensify the development of multimedia applications now for the construction industry toplay when the lT infrastructure is in place following the implementations of these flagsnips.
The development of a multimedia-based BMS cert-inty augurs well with the MSC obj6ctives
and can be used as a test bed for many other new multimedia-based Construction Secror
research and developments to create its own 'TeleConstruction' 

f lagship for the expansion
of the MSC.

The PWD Malaysia has currently implemented its network infrastructure for local & wide
area network within its Headquarters campus using the broadband and high speed Fibre

.Optics and ATM technology. With the setting up oiits own Intranet network infrastructure
which is l inked to the Internet, it is planning to l ink up all i ts State and District offices into the
current network and wil l be poised to take advantage and embrace all the latest
technological advancements in the lT world including the MSC electronic government or any
other appropriate multimedia applications which can be developed to run on it.

4.  AN IMAGE.BASED MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM IN A GIS.BASED BRIDGE INFORMATION
SYSTEM

A computerised BMS mainly carries out two primary functions: (l) Bridge Data Management,
for collection, storage and retrieval of t imely bridge inventory'and in-spection data and (i i)
Decision Support System, to plan and manage the maintenance program with regard to the
question of 'when to do what with which bridge' in the road network.

In regard to the first function, the development of an integrated image-based multimedia
Bridge Information System (BlS) is proposed in this p.totyp" ryrt"r to enable the
department's engineers to collect and store all the relevant bridge inspection reports, bridge
photographs, bridge drawings and bridge events captured on video into a computerised
bridge database. Once all these data have been captured and stored in the system, they
can be retrieved and displayed on the computer screen simultaneously by multiple users
logged on to the network at the touch of a button by pointing and clicking on any particular
bridge location in the digital GIS map. This wil l provide bridge engineers and managers with
all the required information to aid them in the decision making process for bridge inspection
and maintenance programs. Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of these features.



Figure 4 : Features of a GIS and Multimedia-based Bridge Information System
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Using such a system, it wil l be very fast, convenient and easy to review a bridge inspection
history because all the relevant data is stored in one medium in a digital form. This system
wil l  e l iminate a host of  document management problems that have plagued many br idge
agencies for decades. Like many others in the bridge inspection community, it is faced with
the problem of storing and retrieving an array of different kinds of documents that detail
each bridge's l i fe history, including field reports and tests, inspection reports, design
drawings, inspection photographs, and bridge events recorded on video rapes.

The need for several bridge inspectors or engineers to have simultaneous access to bridge
inventory and inspection records can also be achieved through the use of such a computer-
based system on the local or wide area network. Because much of the inspection process
requires inspectors in the field to refer to records of previous inspections, colleagues back at
the office were often prevented from doing so unti l missing documents were returned to the
record room when dealing with paper records. Because documents left the office frequenly,
problems such as paper deterioration, misfi l ing, damaged and lost f i les frequenly occurred.

The installation and use of a desktop scanning equipment in the department wil l enable it to
capture and store all of the existing photographic data. These sti l ls can be scanned in a few
seconds. Once scanned into a predetermined format, the photograph can be viewed by
anyone logging on the network with the necessary rights of security. New inspection
photographs need no longer be fi lm-based. The advent of digital cameras or video
camcorders coupled with a video capture card on the PC will enable the system to capture
accurate inspection photographs and other important events directly from the field.

Reports CAD Drawings



The use of such a system will provide benefits in savings in photo
paper document management costs. The greatest benefit wil l be the
quality and uti l i ty of the information.

developing costs and
increased availabil itv,

With the integration of image-based multimedia data in a G1S-based Bridge Information
System, the users wil l be able to easily navigate to the information they need in a natural
and ef f ic ient  manner,  i .e.  through a point  and cl ick operat ion of  the mouse on the digi ta l  GIS
map.

.5.  OBJECTIVES OF AN IMAGE.BASED MULTIMEDIA AND GIS-BASED BIS

From the foregoing discussions, the objectives of an image-based multimedia and GIS-
based BIS could aid in providing the following functions .

(1) Provide a complete set of bridge information on any bridge structure in the road network
in the form of geographical map location, textual reports, bridge photographs, bridge
design or as-built CAD drawings, recorded video clips with sounds for important bridge
events.

(2) Provide colour coded thematic maps of location of bridges where each colour portrays a
given set of characteristics such as material type or structural type.

(3) Provide spatial analysis of any subset or overall bridge inventory and condition rating
data on maps and graphs to br idge managers.

(4) Aid in preparing a more efficient and well co-ordinated bridge inspection program and
schedule by al lowing the use of  the GIS map to v isual ise and analyse the demographic
distribution and location of structures to be inspected on the road network.

(5) Provide an online means of storing and viewing important bridge events in full motion
video which serves to provide a better understanding of how a sequence of historical or
important events was being carried out on the structure as well as to serve as an aid in
the transfer of technology to newer engineers joining the department.

(6) Provides a more efficient document management system by eliminating the problem
associated with manual document fi l ing system such as paper deterioration, misfi l ing,
damaged and lost f i les including documents, drawings and video tapes.

(7) Provide useful visual and statistical information to aid bridge designers with regard to
improved design practices.

(8) Provide visual and statistical information to identify bridge research needs.

These objectives are in line with the department's objectives to carry out its bridge
inspection, maintenance and rehabil itation program.



6. ARCHITECTURE FOR IMPLEMENTING A PROTOryPE IMAGE.BASED MULTIMEDIA
AND GIS-BASED BIS

The architecture for implementing such a suitable prototype GlS-based Bls on the pc has
been carried out using 4 different software packages integrated within the windows
environment through a Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) link as described below :

(1) Mapinfo Professional ver. 4.0 for Windows g5 (Mapinfo, 1g95) was used as the front-
end GIS mapping user interface using i ts accompanying Mapbasic language tool(Mapinfo, 1995) to customise the different applications into an integrateJ Winoows
environment.

(2) Microsoft Visual Basic ver. 4.0
photograph for any bridge record

program to retrieve and display the scanned raster
selected on the Maplnfo map.

(3)

(4)

Microsoft Word ver. 7.0 to retrieve and display any associated bridge inspection reports
or other related documents for any bridge record selected on the Maplnfo mao.

AutoCAD release 14 for Windows to retrieve and display the associated bridge design
or as-built drawings for any bridge record selected on the Maplnfo map.

Figure 5 : User Interface of the G|S-based BIS
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The user interface is as shown in Figure 5. on the top left hand screen is the Mapinfo GISinterface screen (map window) which-displays a r"o of Malaysia and the network of federalroads including the inventory of 2,546 orioge structures dispriyed as square boxes. Direclybelow the map window, a browser windowiirptays 
" 

table of t-he inventory database file. Byclicking on any bridge object (depicted by a squaie symbot) on the map or on any records inthe structure browser window, it will simultaneousty iisptay the bridge record in text format(as shown in the structure Data window on the extreme right rranJ side of the screen), aphotograph of the bridge (as shown in the Raster window), any inspection report (as shownin the Microsoft word window) as well as the relevant design/as-ouitt bridge drawing (asshown in the AutoCAD window).

Figure 6 shows another screen output of the interface showing the multimedia capabil it ies ofthe system' when a bridge inspector has inspected a bridge for damage, any photographstaken at site showing the damage and their extent can be incorporated into the bridgerecord' By clicking on the bridge object on the map, a scanned image showing the extent ofthe damage on the deck of that bridge is displayed on the top i igr,t *inoow. Also, anyimportant events l ike load testing which have been carried out on tnlt orioge and capturedon a camcorder and digit ised can be played back as a movie fi le as shown in the bottomright hand window.

Figure 6 : Muttimedia Capabil ity for playing Video Ctips



Typically, a bridge inspector uses a camcorder at a bridge site to capture important events
such as load testing or bridge repair works being carried out. Using a video capture card on
the PC, it is digit ised into the standard video and audio format (.avi f i les) to be viewed using
the standard Windows Media player (Mplayer) uti l i ty program.

7. SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM THE PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

The prototype GIS-based system has been used to select and identify the locations of 200
bridge and culvert structures for a study to determine the load-carrying capacity of these
structures. The screen output in Figure 7 shows the location and identif ication of suitable
candidate structures according to structural system type which has been selected from the
bridge database for the bridge capacity study. Maplnfo provides the facil i ty to label each
bridge structure on the map according to some user specified formats such as the
combination of 2 fields (Route Number and Structure Number in this case). Through the use
of this map, the project team was able to plan the inspection of these structures according to
the logistical location and distribution and subsequently carry out load-testing on 16 of these
br idges within a t ight  working schedule.

Figure 7 : Location of 200 Structures for Bridge Capacity Study
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

With the rapid advancement taking place in the lT world, it is hoped that the present JKR
BMS would not remain stagnant but could keep abreast and incorporate these newer
technologies such as :

8.1 InterneUlntranet Web Capabil it ies

With the Intranet already in place within pWD

.present G|S-based BMS running on Maplnfo
web through its related Mapinfo proserver
capabil it ies to any Internet web users through
District PWD offices and even Transportation
based BMS for any Bridge related information.

8.2 Use Of An Object-Oriented Database

Headquarters and the l ink to the Internet, the
can be made available and accessed on the
client seryer solution which provides GIS

the web browser. This wil l allow all State and
and Haul ing Companies to access our GIS-

The above prototype G|S-based BMS was developed on the PC Windows platform using
MAPINFO Professional software (Maplnfo, 1995) which is based on a relational database
data model.(DBASE lV RDMS) The use of an object-oriented database is recommended in
future work to provide object-oriented abstraction mechanisms such as generalisation,
special isat ion,  aggregat ion,  and inher i tance. These mechanisms are not avai lable in a
relational database data model. ln an object oriented approach, points, l ines, and polygons
are treated as objects. Cartographic objects make use of methods to perform functionj iuch
as measuring distance, area and direction.

The development of an integrated object-oriented database environment for the constructed
bui ld ing environment has been successful ly establ ished in SpACE (Simultaneous
Prototyping for An lntegrated Construction Environment) (Faraj and Alshawi, 1gg6) and
OSCON (Aouad and Kelly, 1996) , (Tracey et al, 1996) project at the University of Salford.

The same approach could be recommended for the development of an integrated object-
oriented bridge database environment to perform the various functions associated with tne
design, construction and maintenance of bridges.

8.3 Integration with a Knowledge-Based System (KBS)

It is envisaged that the development of the other modules in the Bridge Management system
can be better implemented with the integration of a knowledge-based system into the
present prototype GlS-based system, for example, to priorit ise and rank the bridge structure
for improvement works at the network level as well as to suggest remedial works to be
carried out on the structures taking into consideration the economic and safety factors for
choosing such an opt ion.

9.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described the development of an integrated environment for implementing a
n rn fn f r r na  i r nano -haca r l  m r r l l ima r | i -  an r l  11 IC  ] ^ ^ ^^ l  L l - ; r - ^  r - r ^ - - - ^a : ^ - ^  ^



Bridge Unit of the Public Works Department, Malaysia. The use of GlS-based Bridge
lnformation System allows the users to geographically retrieve bridge information and
perform spatial queries and analysis on the bridge inventory and condition ratings in the
road network. The use of image-based multimedia in the G|S-based Bridge lnformation
System provides an integrated environment for storing and viewing other kind of non-textual
information in the form of bridge photographs, CAD drawings, video and audio clips into the
bridge database. This wil l provide the bridge managers and BIS users with the complete
information for decision making process with respect to bridge inspection, maintenance and
management.

On the basis of the prototype development to date, the following conclusions may be drawn:

(1) The use of  GIS technology incorporat ing CAD drawings and mult imedia capabi l i t ies
provides a better user interface and visualisation tool for the users of a BlS.

(2) The use of an integrated image-based multimedia and GIS-based Bridge Information
System enhances the availability, quality and util ity of bridge information for bridge
planning process such as bridge inspection and maintenance.

(3) Although the prototype as it currently stands is closer to a Bridge lnformation System, it
may be developed further and enhanced with a decision support model to provide the
ful l  analysis capabi l i t ies of  a Br idge Management System (BMS).
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